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When designing interventions in public health, development, and education, decision makers rely on social

network data to target a small number of people, capitalizing on peer effects and social contagion to bring

about the most welfare benefits to the population. Developing new methods that are privacy-preserving for

network data collection and targeted interventions is critical for designing sustainable public health and

development interventions on social networks. In a similar vein, social media platforms rely on network data

and information from past diffusions to organize their ad campaign and improve the efficacy of targeted

advertising. Ensuring that these network operations do not violate users’ privacy is critical to the sustainabil-

ity of social media platforms and their ad economies. We study privacy guarantees for influence maximization

algorithms when the social network is unknown, and the inputs are samples of prior influence cascades that

are collected at random. Building on recent results that address seeding with costly network information,

our privacy-preserving algorithms introduce randomization in the collected data or the algorithm output,

and can bound each node’s (or group of nodes’) privacy loss in deciding whether or not their data should

be included in the algorithm input. We provide theoretical guarantees of the seeding performance with a

limited sample size subject to differential privacy budgets in both central and local privacy regimes. Simula-

tions on synthetic and empirical network datasets reveal the diminishing value of network information with

decreasing privacy budget in both regimes.

Key words : social network interventions, differential privacy, influence maximization, sample complexity,

approximation algorithms, peer influence and social contagion, public health interventions

1. Introduction

When designing interventions in public health, development, and education decision-makers rely

on social network data to target a small number of people, capitalizing on peer effects and social

contagion to bring about the most welfare benefits to the population. Many of these seeding

methods are implemented without complete knowledge of social network structures — e.g., by

targeting nominated friends of random individuals (Kim et al. 2015) or random pairs of friends
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(Alexander et al. 2022) — and they enhance adoption of public health interventions by driving

indirect treatment effects among people who were affected by spillovers from others’ treatment

(even though they were not part of the initial treatment group). However, even without complete

network information, network participants (and in particular minority members) who contribute

to partial social network data collection endure privacy risks. This is especially important when

engaging with vulnerable populations to record sensitive or stigmatizing behavior, e.g., in design

of public health interventions among the homeless youth for HIV or suicide prevention (Wilder

et al. 2021). Developing new methods that are privacy-preserving for network data collection and

targeted interventions is critical for responsible design of public health interventions on social

networks and maintaining community engagements that sustain such interventions.

In this paper we propose randomization techniques based on the differential privacy formalism

to provide social network participants with plausible deniability. Under these schemes the network

participants can make a credible claim that their associates are targeted (e.g., recruited into treat-

ment) by random choice, irrespective of their associations. We investigate how the targeting efficacy

is affected by decreasing the privacy budget that entails more noise in the collected data (with

local privacy mechanisms) or the targeting algorithm’s output (with central privacy mechanisms).

After summarizing our main contributions in Section 1.1 and providing detailed comparisons

with related works in Section 1.2, in Section 2 we provide preliminaries including hardness results

that demonstrate the inadequacy of mainstream approaches to social network data privacy for

seeding interventions and motivate our proposed notion of “influence sample differential privacy”.

In Section 3, we provide privacy mechanisms for seeding in both central (Section 3.1) and local

(Section 3.2) regimes. In Section 4, we discuss and contextualize the nature of our privacy protec-

tions for social network data collection and intervention design applications. In Section 5, we test

the performance of our privacy mechanisms on synthetic and real social network datasets. We end

with a discussion of limitations, future directions and concluding remarks in Section 6. Complete

proofs and supplementary results are provided in several appendices at the end.

1.1. Summary of the main results

Differential privacy (DP) offers an information-theoretic foundation for privacy by focusing on pro-

tecting input data against revelations of algorithmic outputs (Dwork et al. 2014). In mathematical

formulation, a randomized mechanism M is ϵ-DP if for any two adjacent input datasets D and D′

in its input domain and any subset A in its output range we have:

Pr[M(D)∈A]

Pr[M(D′)∈A]
≤ eϵ. (1)
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The ϵ-DP criterion in Equation (1) limits inferences of any observer/adversary about the input data

based on the algorithm output. The adjacency notion between datasets is typically defined such

that neighboring datasets differ in contributions of an individual entity, and thus ϵ-DP protects

individuals’ contributions from ramification of an adversarial inference. Hence, different notions

of adjacency will imply different protections for the individuals. In the sequel, we explain our

proposed notion of adjacency for seeding with randomized contagion data (which we term “influence

samples”), and the nature of privacy protections that it offers. Throughout this paper we use DP

to signify any of the phrases “differentially private”, “differentially privately”, and “differential

privacy” with or without hyphen between the words as appropriate by the language function that

these words play in the context that DP is used.

Seeding with partial and private network information. We study a classical, NP-hard network

optimization problem, known as “influence maximization”, which asks to select k nodes on a graph

of size n such that the expected spread size from seeding those k nodes is maximum under a

randomized model of network diffusion, whereby each edge passes on the influence (or “infection”)

with an independent cascade probability p. Given the social network graph G and an integer k≥ 1,

we denote the expected spread size from infecting the nodes in S by IG(S) and write OPT =

maxS:|S|≤k IG(S) for the optimum solution to the k-influence maximization problem. It is an example

of a cardinality-constrained combinatorial optimization on a graph with a monotone, submodular

objective that admits a tight (1− 1/e) approximation guarantee using the greedy node selection

algorithm. This problem has occupied a central place in graph and social networks algorithms

literature since its introduction by Kempe et al. (2003). There is a wealth of literature (spanning

almost two decades) on efficient approximations of this problem (Kempe et al. 2003, 2005, 2015,

Chen et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2012, Borgs et al. 2014). However, the graph structure of the input

data has stunned the design of DP influence maximization algorithms. Common operationalizations

of DP for graph algorithms, such as node- or edge-DP define adjacent inputs in Equation (1) based

on neighboring graphs differing in a node or an edge. This adjacency criteria is often too stringent

for graph problems whose solutions are extremely sensitive to existence of nodes and edges (see

Section 1.2 for detailed citations and comparisons). Our main hardness results indicate that it is

impossible to obtain useful performance guarantees for influence maximization subject to node-

or edge-DP constraints (see Section 2.2, Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, summarized in Informal Main

Results 1 below).

Informal Main Results 1 Given n≥ 1 and ϵ > 0, there can be no ϵ-node-DP or ϵ-edge-DP seeding algo-

rithms that give an approximation guarantee better than (1− 1/e)OPT−αϵn for αϵ ≥ 1
1000eϵ

.
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A new privacy notion for social network data collection and intervention design. Our main

contribution here is to formulate a new differential privacy notion with guarantees for influence

maximization when the social network is unknown and the algorithm inputs are samples of prior

influence cascades that are collected at random, i.e., “influence samples” — rather than the entire

social network graph. Our results build on recent work about seeding with costly network informa-

tion (Eckles et al. 2022), and more broadly sample complexity of influence maximization (Sadeh

et al. 2020, Borgs et al. 2014). Our algorithm input is a set of m influence samples, i.e., m indepen-

dent cascade samples that are collected on the social network graph each starting from a random,

initially-infected node. We denote this input deadset by a binary matrix x∈ {0,1}n×m, where each

row represents a node and each column represents the status of the node in an influence sample:

[x]ij = 1 if node i is infected in the j-th influence sample and [x]ij = 0 otherwise. Our privacy notion

is with respect to the contribution of individual network participants to the influence samples,

hence, we define the adjacent input datasets in Equation (1) as x,x′ ∈ {0,1}n×m which differ in a

single binary entry:

Influence Sample Differential Privacy (ISDP)We define “ϵ influence sample differential privacy (ϵ-

ISDP)” by controlling the odds ratio of the output of the seeding algorithm on adjacent influence samples,

i.e., those differing in participation of a single node in a single influence cascade.

We follow the formulation of influence maximization by Eckles et al. (2022) where the social network

is unknown and influential nodes need to be estimated from costly samples of past spreads. Our privacy

guarantees are with respect to influence samples, controlling information leakage about the cascade data.

For example, Apple Inc. uses a randomized response mechanism to collect the users’ daily usage of emojis

with a fixed privacy budget (ϵ= 4). This setup maps naturally to our formulation of ISDP as the usage of

each emoji can be modeled as an influence sample. We make no assumptions about adversary’s knowledge of

the network and focus on differential privacy guarantees for influence maximization according to the ISDP

formulation above.

We analyze both central and local privacy under the ISDP framework. In central differential privacy

(CDP), the mechanism designer is trustworthy and has direct access to the private data (influence samples).

For local differential privacy (LDP), the data can be aggregated by some (not necessarily trustworthy) third

party. Our CDP mechanism only protects (adds noise to) the output of seed selection. In contrast, our LDP

mechanism adds noise to the influence samples directly.

Sample complexity with differential privacy and approximation guarantees. By introducing ran-

domization at the input or output of seeding algorithms, we are able to bound each node’s privacy loss in

deciding whether or not their data should be included in the influence samples — as opposed to the social

network graph. Of note, this is critically different from DP analysis of graphs that is defined with respect to

neighboring graphs in the algorithm input. In our approach, each node’s decision to appear in the input does

not affect the data generation process (DGP) of the input sample or the underlying diffusion process; the

network graph remains the same and the privacy implications are studied with respect to the construction
4



of the samples on a fixed network. This allows us to meaningfully bound the effect of the removal of a

node’s data on the algorithmic performance and to use those bounds to tradeoff the privacy risks against

improved performance. To mitigate privacy risks, DP uses randomization to provide plausible deniability

certificates to those contributing to the input data. This is achieved in one of the two ways: (i) using expo-

nential mechanism (McSherry and Talwar 2007) by randomizing the algorithm output, i.e., central DP, (ii)

using the randomized response mechanism (Warner 1965) by injecting noise in the input data, i.e., local DP.

Accordingly, we propose two efficient DP seeding algorithms and bound their performance in terms of the

sample size m, network size n, seed set size k, and privacy budget ϵ, (See Section 3 Theorems 3.2 and 3.5):

Informal Main Results 2 Consider a graph G on n≥ 2 nodes and k≤ n, for any 0<α≤ 1 and ϵ > 0, we

give a set of algorithms that are centrally or locally ϵ-ISDP and their outputs infect at least (1− 1/e)OPT−

αn nodes with high probability. Our central ϵ-ISDP algorithm uses exponential mechanism and requires at

least m=max{ 12
αϵ
, 9
α2 }k lnn influence samples and runs in O(knm) time. Our local ϵ-ISDP algorithm uses

randomized response to flip each node’s status in the influence samples with independent probabilities ρϵ =

1/(1+eϵ). Compared to our central DP seeding algorithm, the local algorithm requires more (exponentially in

k) influence samples: m=O(k3V 2
ρϵ,k

lnn/α2) with O(nk4+kn2m) run time, where Vρϵ,k =O(max{2,1/ϵ}k2
).

Given m influence samples, in Section 3.1 we use exponential mechanisms (McSherry and Talwar 2007) to

choose high quality seeds with central DP guarantees. In Subsection 3.2, before accessing the data (influence

samples), we use the randomized response mechanism (Warner 1965), to perturb the input data and protect

privacy at the local level. However, these perturbations can introduce additional biased noise into the data,

so we provide a closed-form characterization of the introduced noise and an algorithm to offset this bias. In

Section 5, we thoroughly evaluate our algorithms on synthetic and real graphs of different sizes and verify

our theoretical guarantees in simulations.

1.2. Comparisons with related work

Seeding network diffusions. A long line of literature, going back to the seminal works of Kempe et al.

(2003, 2005, 2015) propose efficient approximation algorithms for this problem based on the submodularity

of the influence function (Chen et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2012). This problem arise naturally in applications

such as development economics and public health to facilitate adoption of welfare-enhancing technologies,

e.g., microfinance (Banerjee et al. 2013), insurance (Cai et al. 2015), contraception (Behrman et al. 2002),

water purification methods, and multivitamins (Kim et al. 2015); and to target localized social network

interventions for spreading information about immunization camps (Banerjee et al. 2019), preventing mis-

information about drug side effects (Chami et al. 2017), increasing HIV awareness among homeless youth

(Yadav et al. 2017), and reducing bullying among adolescent youth (Paluck et al. 2016). Alexander et al.

(2022) show that network-based targeting substantially increases population-level adoption of iron-fortified

salt to prevent iron-deficiency anemia among female household heads in India. Kim et al. (2015) show sim-

ilar results for a cluster-randomized trial in villages in Honduras, where they measure the efficacy of social

network targeting strategies to promote adoption of chlorine for water purification and multivitamins for
5



micronutrient deficiencies. In all such settings, collecting complete social network connection (edge) data is

difficult, costly, or impossible and comes with critical privacy and security risks to individuals in the social

network. In this paper we focus on differential privacy guarantees for influence maximization when social

network is unknown and influential nodes need to be estimated from costly samples of past spreads.

Social network data privacy. Much of the past work on social network data privacy focuses on identi-

fiability of nodes from released graph data, with or without additional information on node attributes and

their neighborhoods (Romanini et al. 2021). Classical anonymization techniques mask node attributes and

perturb, modify, randomize or aggregate the graph structure to prevent re-identification of nodes within a

confidence level — typically achieving k-anonymity (Wu et al. 2010, Zheleva and Getoor 2011, Abawajy et al.

2016). However, statistical disclosure control of collected data requires safeguarding data donor’s privacy

against adversarial attacks where common anonymization techniques are shown to be vulnerable to various

kinds of identification (Barbaro et al. 2006), linkage and cross-referencing (Narayanan and Shmatikov 2008,

Sweeney 2015, 1997), statistical difference and re-identification attacks (Kumar et al. 2007). On the other

hand while edge sampling at the data collection can somewhat mitigate the re-identification risk of nodes

(Romanini et al. 2021, Jiang et al. 2021), the seeded nodes can reveal additional side information about who

has contributed to network data collection. For example, once a community leader is chosen, his or her close

contacts may suffer privacy leaks, even though no social network data are published. Our privacy guaran-

tees for influence maximization follow the DP formalism to provide network participants and data donors

with plausible deniability with regard to their contribution to the collected data or their role in shaping the

algorithm output (the seeded nodes). DP is a gold standard for privacy-preserving data analysis and avoids

the above drawbacks by abstracting away from the attack models and controlling the privacy leak at an

information-theoretic level according to Equation (1).

DP analysis of graphs. Differential privacy (DP) is a versatile framework for developing privacy-

preserving algorithms, and it has been impactful in large-scale and high-profile applications such as the

U.S. decennial census Garfinkel (2022) and the tech industry Erlingsson (2014a), Apple Differential Pri-

vacy Team (2017). It have been successfully applied to a broad variety of problem classes, including, e.g.,

combinatorial (Gupta et al. 2010), submodular (Mitrovic et al. 2017, Sadeghi and Fazel 2021), and online

submodular (Salazar and Cummings 2021) optimization problems. The existing literature on DP analyses

of graphs, e.g., edge-DP Nissim et al. (2007) or node-DP (Kasiviswanathan et al. 2013, Raskhodnikova and

Smith 2016), has devoted much attention to graph statistics and parameters such as average degree and

various subgraph counts (Blocki et al. 2022), degree distribution (Hay et al. 2009) and the graph spectra

(Wang et al. 2013), as well as community Mohamed et al. (2022) and densest subgraph detection (Nguyen

and Vullikanti 2021). These techniques are not directly applicable to influence maximization, and our main

hardness results indicate that node- or edge-DP are too stringent to render useful performance guarantees for

influence maximization. Similar observations have been made about node- and edge-DP guarantees of other

graph algorithms which are too sensitive to the presence of individual edges (and especially nodes) in their

input graphs (Gupta et al. 2010, Li et al. 2022, Epasto et al. 2022, Blocki et al. 2013). In their analysis of def-

erentially private combinatorial optimization, Gupta et al. (2010) consider several graph problems including
6



vertex and set cover. Their modified greedy algorithm for set cover is similar to our central DP mechanism

in Section 3.1, though addressing a substantially different privacy environment, where the goal is to protect

a private subset R while outputting a minimal collection that covers R. In both cases direct application of

the exponential mechanism is inefficient and the greedy approach facilitates an efficient implementation.

In formulating our notion of “influence sample differential privacy” (ISDP), we move away from having the

social network as the algorithm input. Instead, we focus on an input dataset of m cascades that are collected

at random on the social network graph. ISDP allows us to limit the information leakage about contribution of

individual nodes to the input cascades (with local ISDP), or contribution of individual nodes to the algorithm

output through the input cascades (with central ISDP). It is worth noting that achieving local privacy under

ISDP is easy by randomizing individual statuses of the nodes in the input cascades. However, in general it is

challenging to coordinate randomization across nodes in a meaningfully decentralized manner that matches

the problem context, and locally deferentially private analysis of graphs has been limited so far to certain

restricted settings (Imola et al. 2021, Dhulipala et al. 2022).

Privacy of network diffusions. The fundamental relationship between information flow and privacy is

well noted, cf., contextual integrity (Nissenbaum 2009, Benthall and Cummings 2022). Notwithstanding,

the privacy implications of information diffusion and algorithmic intervention on social networks is largely

unexplored, with the exception of two studies (Rezaei et al. 2021, Liell-Cock et al. 2020). The existing work

looks at this issue in specific, highly-stylized scenarios. One study shows that it is extremely hard to hide

the existence of a giant, connected component of infected nodes under an independent cascade model and

a simple inference attack can reveal the status of a good fraction of nodes (Rezaei et al. 2021). In another

study, the authors propose a decaying pseudo-noise that is added locally to mask the influence structure

against an external observer with access to the entire information flow under the Friedkin-Johnsen influence

propagation model (Liell-Cock et al. 2020). With our formulation of DP for influence maximization we can

focus on privacy leaks through information flow on the network rather than the underlying network structure.

Our formulation of DP for influence samples (ϵ-ISDP in Informal Main Results 1) allows us to explicitly

quantify information leaks from observation of random spreads on the network and for us to take a direct

approach to the privacy risks that social network participants face from network diffusions.

2. Problem Setup and Preliminary Results

2.1. Influence sampling and maximization

Independent cascade model. In the independent cascade model, infections spread via an edge-weighted

undirected graph G = (V,p) on n nodes. The set of nodes, V , is indexed by [n] := {1, . . . , n} and p : V ×V →
[0,1] assigns probability weights to every edge in G. An infection begins at a set S of seed nodes and spreads

through the graph in rounds. Each infected node, once they become infected, has a single chance of passing

the infection to their neighbors. Each undirected edge e = (v,u) has a weight pe ∈ [0,1] representing the

probability that the process spreads along edge e to node u in the round immediately after v is first infected.

The above process has the following equivalent formulation: We first sample an undirected, unweighted

graph g by independently realizing each edge e with probability pe. We write g∼G to denote that g is drawn
7



from the random graph distribution G. Then we can construct the set of infected nodes in the independent

cascade process, as the set of nodes that are reachable from seed set S in g. Now we define some notations.

Given an undirected graph g and subsets of nodes S and T , we write Cg(S) for the set of nodes that are

reachable from (or infected by) S in g, and Cg(S|T ) :=Cg(S) \Cg(T ) for the set of nodes that are reachable

from S but not from T . Then the influence function Ig(S) := |Cg(S)| is the number of nodes reachable (or

infected) by S and IG(S) := Eg∼G[Ig(S)] is its expectation. Similarly, we define the conditional influence

function Ig(S|T ) := |Cg(S|T )| and denote its expected value by IG(S|T ) :=Eg∼G[Ig(S|T )].

The influence maximization problem. Given graph G and integer k≥ 1, the k-influence maximization

problem is to find a set S ⊂ V of at most k nodes maximizing the expected number of reachable nodes, IG(S).

We write OPT=maxS:|S|≤k IG(S) for the maximum expected influence of any set of k nodes.

A huge literature developing fast algorithm for influence maximization with the knowledge of the contagion

model G = (V,p). However, the knowledge of contagion model may be too costly or even impossible due

to privacy consideration. To limit access of seeding algorithms, we use a query model of influence sample

X which is a random set of nodes (indicator vector) that can influence a uniformly chosen target node u.

Formally, we sample a target node u ∈ V uniformly at random and g ∼ G, and set an influence sample as

x= (x1, . . . , xn)
⊤ ∈ {0,1}n = {0,1}V so that xv = 1[u ∈ Cg(v)]. Alternatively, we can treat x as a subset of

nodes x ⊆ V . The idea of influence samples can be seen as a reformulation of random, reverse, reachable

sets proposed by Borgs et al. (2014) which yield state-of-the-art, quasilinear-time performance for influence

maximization. We write a collection of m influence samples as x= (x1, . . . , xm) ∈ {0,1}n×m where xt is the

t-th influence sample. Throughout this paper, we simplify our notations by identifying an influence sample

x by its set of active nodes (x≡ {v ∈ V : xv = 1}) and (ab)using set operations directly on x, e.g., writing

S ∩x to mean {v ∈ S : xv = 1} for some S ⊂ V . Moreover, we will drop {} when working with singletons and

(ab)use set operations directly on nodes v ∈ V , e.g., writing S ∩ v to mean S ∩{v}.

Influence sample greedy seeding algorithm. How can we design a seeding algorithm M that takes m

influence samples x and outputs a set of k nodes, M(x)∈Y := {0,1}V ? Here we present a seeding algorithm

by Eckles et al. (2022). The core idea of Algorithm 1 is to estimate the influence function from the influence

samples, and run the greedy algorithm. Specifically, given m realized influence samples x and a subset of

nodes S in G, we define the S-reachable influence samples as: Cx(S) := {t∈ [m] : ∃v ∈ S,xt
v = 1}, which is the

set of influence samples whose activated nodes are reachable from the set S, and Cx(S|T ) =Cx(S) \Cx(T ).

Alternatively, if we treat x a collection of m subset x1, . . . , xm, Cx(S) = {t : S ∩ xt ̸= ∅}. Finally, we define

Ix(S) =
n
m
|Cx(S)| and Ix(S|T ) = n

m
|Cx(S|T )|. The following proposition says the expectation of Ix is equal

to IG. We will use v as {v} for singleton sets to simplify the notation, e.g., IG(v) as IG({v}).

Proposition 2.1 (Observation 3.2. of Borgs et al. (2012) – cf. Borgs et al. (2014)) Given a posi-

tive integer m, a graph G = (V,p) and sets of nodes S,T ⊆ V , if x is the random variable of m influence

sample, then Ex[Ix(S)] = IG(S), and Ex[Ix(S|T )] = IG(S|T ). Additionally, by Hoeffding’s inequality, for all

ϵ > 0 we have: Pr[|Ix(S)− IG(S)| ≥ ϵn]≤ 2exp(−2ϵ2m), where the probability is over the randomness in the

generative model of influence samples x.
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With the above observation, Eckles et al. (2022) design a seeding algorithm that only uses influence samples

and show that if the number of influence sample is of order k2(logn/α)/α3, then Algorithm 1 is optimal up

to αn additive error. Informally, Algorithm 1 is a greedy algorithm that sequentially query Algorithm 2 for

the seed that maximizes the marginal improvement. In this paper, we will follow similar idea that combine

greedy algorithm and an estimation algorithm for marginal improvement.

Algorithm 1 Influence sample greedy seeding algorithm

Input: m influence samples x and total number of seeds k.

1: Set S0 = ∅

2: for i from 1 to k do

3: vi =M(x, Si−1) by Algorithm 2

4: Si = Si−1 ∪ vi

5: end for

6: Return Sk

Algorithm 2 Single seed selection, M(x, S)

Input: m influence samples x and a seed set S.

1: for v ∈ [n] \S do ▷ Chooses the |S|+1-th seed.

2: Compute Ix(v|S) = n
m
|Cx(S ∪ v) \Cx(S)|.

3: end for

4: Return argmaxv∈[n]\S Ix(v|S)

In Algorithm 1, we slightly modify the INF-SAMPLE(m,k) algorithm to sequentially call Algorithm 2 for

selecting the next seed. Instead of collecting fresh influence samples at each greedy step, Algorithm 1 calls

Algorithm 2 to reuse the influence samples and have much better influence sample complexity as a result.

We formally show this improvement in Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 2 of Eckles et al. (2022)) Given G of n≥ 2 nodes and k≤ n, for any 0<α≤

1, the output of Algorithm 1 can infect (1− 1/e)OPT− αn nodes using no more than 81k2 log(6nk/α)/α3

influence samples.

It is well known that even with the full knowledge of the graph G no efficient algorithm can perform

better than (1 − 1/e)OPT unless P equals NP. Eckles et al. (2022) show that without the knowledge of

G, Algorithm 1 can approach an optimal efficient algorithm when the number of influence samples is large

enough. In this paper, we ask if we can achieve similar performance when privacy constraints are imposed.

Eckles et al. (2022) also show that one cannot hope to provide a constant factor approximation guarantee

using o(n) influence samples.
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Theorem 2.3 (Theorem 3 of Eckles et al. (2022)) Let 0 < α < 1 be any constant. For any algorithm

with o(n) samples, there exists a weighted graph G so that the output of the algorithm can only infect less

than αOPT nodes.

2.2. Influence Sample Differential Privacy

Intuitively, a differentially private (DP) algorithm ensures that the algorithm outputs on two adjacent inputs

are close to each other, making them hard to distinguish. However, there are multiple alternative definitions

of adjacency relation on graph-structured input data. One classical notion is node DP where two graphs

are adjacent if they are different by one node’s connections. Another one is edge DP where two graphs are

adjacent if they differ by one edge (Hay et al. 2009). In this paper, we would like to focus on DP seeding

algorithms that use influence samples but not raw graph data. Instead of raw graph, we study algorithms

that only use historical cascades data — i.e., influence samples — where two collections of m influences

samples x and x′ in {0,1}n×m are (influence sample) adjacent if we can change one entry to convert x to

x′, and write x∼
is
x′ if they are adjacent. Given the above adjacency relation on influence samples, we can

define if a stochastic seeding algorithm M is DP.

Definition 2.4 (ISDP) Given ϵ≥ 0, n,m≥ 1, and k ∈ [n], a function Mk : {0,1}n×m →Y is ϵ-influence

sample differentially private (ϵ-ISDP, in short) if for all outputs y ∈ Y of k seeds, and all pairs of

adjacent datasets (collection of influence samples), x∼
is
x′, we have: Pr[Mk(x) = y]≤ eϵPr[Mk(x′) = y].

Instead of entry-level adjacency, one may consider individual-level adjacency that two inputs are adjacent

if they differ at one row (i.e., an individual can decide whether to report their whole history or not). Our

analysis in the paper still holds after strengthening the privacy constraints from ϵ to ϵ/m; please refer to

Section 6 for a more detailed discussion.

We believe the study of influence sample DP is more natural and practical than conventional node and

edge DP for seeding algorithms (Kasiviswanathan et al. 2013, Raskhodnikova and Smith 2016). First, the

notion of node DP allows an agent to misreport her connection in the social networks. However, when

collecting data on network cascades, a single agent can hardly modify her connection to change the dynamics

of social contagion, but rather she can decide whether to misreport her previous contagion data. Therefore,

we argue that defining adjacent datasets based on influence samples as the input, rather than the raw social

network data, is more natural and realistic. Moreover, we show in Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 that node-DP

and edge-DP are too strict for influence maximization and hardly admit any utility guarantees. In Section 4

we will elaborate on the nature of our privacy protections in social network data collection and intervention

design contexts.

Give two edge-weighted undirected graphs G = (V,p) and G′ = (V ′, p′), we say G and G′ are node adjacent

if V = V ′ and there exists v ∈ V , pe = p′
e for all v /∈ e. Similarly, G and G′ are edge adjacent if V = V ′ and there

exists u, v ∈ V pe = p′
e for all e ̸= (u, v). For k < n, we say that a seeding algorithm Mk is ϵ-node (or edge)

DP if for any k, node (or edge) adjacent graphs G,G′, and output y, Pr[Mk(G) = y]≤ eϵPr[Mk(G′) = y].

The following proposition (proved in Section A.1) shows no node DP seeding algorithm can output a high

quality seed.
10



Proposition 2.5 (Hardness of Influence Maximization with Node-DP) Given n ≥ 1 and ϵ > 0,

for any ϵ-node-DP seeding algorithm Mk(G), there exists G of n nodes so that for k = 1 we have:

maxS:|S|=1 IG(S)−Ey∼Mk=1(G)[IG(y)]≥ n
4
− (eϵ +1).

We use the fact that a star and a totally isolated graph are different by one node’s connection. A node-

DP algorithm needs to output similar seed sets on these two graphs, and thus returns low quality seeds.

Based on similar intuition, the following proposition (proved in Section A.2) shows no edge-DP seeding

algorithm can output a high quality seed either. Both results can be strengthened to exclude the possibility of

useful algorithms with “approximate” (ϵ, δ)-DP guarantees as well. The latter is a relaxation of the defining

constraint in Equation (1) to allow for an additive term δ; see Section A.2.

Proposition 2.6 (Hardness of Influence Maximization with Edge-DP) For all n ≥ 1 and ϵ > 0,

there exists αϵ ≥ 1
1000eϵ

so that any ϵ-edge-DP seeding algorithm Mk(G), there exists graph G on n nodes so

that for k= 1 we have: (1− 1/e)maxS:|S|=1 IG(S)−Ey∼Mk=1(G)[IG(y)]≥ αϵn.

Compared to Theorem 2.2, the above results show that no node-DP (or edge-DP) algorithm can perform

close to (1− 1/e)OPT even with the full knowledge of G. In Section A.2 (Proposition A.1), we show that

similar lower bounds hold even if we consider an additive relaxation of the node- and edge-DP requirements,

allowing the Pr[Mk(G) = y]≤ eϵPr[Mk(G′) = y] condition to be violated up to a δ additive factor. In this

paper, we will design influence sample DP algorithms that perform comparable to Algorithm 1. Finally, note

that node-DP implies edge-DP, but influence sample DP is not comparable to node- or edge-DP because the

algorithms take different inputs.

Two primitive DP algorithms. Our algorithms will make use of the following two general DP mecha-

nisms (we use algorithm and mechanism interchangeably): exponential mechanism (McSherry and Talwar

2007, Dwork et al. 2014), and randomized respond mechanism (Warner 1965, Evfimievski et al. 2003). First,

to achieve ϵ-DP, given a finite set (range), R, the exponential mechanism is defined with respect to a scoring

function u : {0,1}n×m ×R→ R and its sensitivity ∆(u) := maxr∈R,x∼
is

x′ |u(x, r)− u(x′, r)|. The exponential

mechanism Mϵ
E(x, u,R) outputs an element r ∈R with probability proportional to exp

(
ϵu(x,r)

2∆(u)

)
as defined

in Dwork et al. (2014). Moreover, as shown in the following theorem, for a fixed dataset x exponential mech-

anism’s output almost maximizes the scoring function u(x, r) and can be interpreted as a DP soft max.

Theorem 2.7 (Theorem 3.11 of Dwork et al. (2014) — Exponential Mechanism) Consider a

dataset x∈ {0,1}n×m, privacy budget ϵ > 0, a finite set R, and a scoring function u : {0,1}n×m×R→R with

sensitivity ∆(u). The exponential mechanism Mϵ
E(x, u,R) that outputs an element r ∈ R with probability

proportional to exp
(

ϵu(x,r)

2∆(u)

)
is ϵ-ISDP and for all t > 0, we have:

Pr

[
u(x,Mϵ

E(x, u,R))≤max
r∈R

u(x, r)− 2∆(u)

ϵ
(ln |R|+ t)

]
≤ e−t,

where the probability is over the randomness of the algorithm run for fixed x.
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The above exponential mechanism ensures that the output does not reveal too much information about

the privacy-critical input data, limiting how much an adversary can infer about the input data according to

Definition 2.4. However, depending on data curation requirements (who can access the exact user data), pro-

tection against output-based inferences may not be sufficient and we may need to limit the algorithm’s access

to exact input data. Such privacy guarantees can be formulated as local DP where each individual’s data

is privatized before running the algorithms. One standard locally DP algorithm is the randomized response

mechanism (Evfimievski et al. 2003). Specifically, an ϵ-DP randomized response mechanism guarantees pri-

vacy by independently flipping each bit of the input dataset (influence sample collection) with probability

1/(eϵ +1).

3. Differentially Private Seeding Algorithms

In this section, we provide two DP seeding algorithms that satisfy the DP requirements either centrally

or locally. First in Subsection 3.1, we use an exponential mechanism that ensures the output of the seed

selection is centrally DP. Next in Subsection 3.2, we use the randomized response algorithm to achieve local

DP according to the criteria set forth in Definition 2.4. Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 provide our sample complexity

bounds in each case to achieve ϵ-ISDP with a (1− 1/e)OPT−αn performance guarantee. In particular, we

observe that the sample complexity bound for achieving local DP is much harsher at O(k3ϵ−2k2
lnn/α2)

compared to O(k lnn/(αϵ)) for central DP. This exponential separation of sample complexity dependence on

k is reflected in our simulation results in Section 5, where exponential mechanism shows a faster improvement

in performance with increasing number of influence samples and its output has a significantly higher expected

spread size when the privacy budget (ϵ) is low.

3.1. Central DP with Exponential Mechanism

In this section, we design a DP seeding algorithm by using exponential mechanism and modifying Algo-

rithm 1. To protect privacy, instead of Algorithm 2, we use an exponential mechanism that differentially

outputs a soft max (Theorem 2.7). Formally, given ϵ > 0 and integer k we define a seeding algorithm Mk,ϵ
exp(x)

that runs Algorithm 1 but replaces the single seed selection steps of Algorithm 2 by its exponential mecha-

nism variant, Algorithm 3 Mϵ/k
exp(x, S). Note that Algorithm 3 is an exponential mechanism using Ix(·|S) as

the scoring function.

Algorithm 3 ϵ-ISDP single seed selection, Mϵ
exp(x, S)

Input: m influence samples x= (x1, . . . , xm)⊤, a seed set S, and privacy budget ϵ≥ 0.

1: for v ∈ [n] \S do

2: Compute Ix(v|S)

3: end for

4: Return v with probability proportional to exp
(
ϵm
2n
Ix(v|S)

)
12



Note that a naive algorithm that runs the exponential mechanism directly on all k seeds at once is not

efficient because the size of the output space is combinatorially large Ω(nk). To ensure our algorithm is

efficient, we sequentially run the exponential mechanism k times to estimate and choose seeds similar to the

greedy algorithm of Eckles et al. (2022), reducing their time complexity to O(nmk). Theorem 3.1 shows that

our exponential mechanism for single seed selection, Mϵ
exp(x, S), is ϵ-ISDP (Definition 2.4), and provides

a tail bound on the approximation error of maximizing Ix. Its proof in Section A.3 follows from the facts

that Ix is a submodular function, and the exponential mechanism in Algorithm 3 can be seen as a noisy

maximum function which implements an approximate greedy step by Theorem 2.7.

Theorem 3.1 Given k ≤ n ∈ N, ϵ > 0 and m ∈ N influence samples, x, Mk,ϵ
exp(x) is ϵ-ISDP and outputs a

set of k nodes which, for all t > 0, satisfies:

Pr

[
Ix(Mk,ϵ

exp(x))≤ (1− e−1) max
S:|S|=k

Ix(S)−
2k2n

ϵm
(lnn+ t)

]
≤ ke−t,

where the probability is over the randomness of the algorithm run for fixed x.

The above theorem provides a tail bound on the approximation error of Mk,ϵ
exp(x) with respect to the

optimal value on Ix, given a fixed influence sample x. Equipped with Proposition 2.1, we can derive the

following error bound with respect to the optimal value IG of the influence maximization problem (proved

in Section A.4):

Theorem 3.2 Given graph G on n ≥ 2 nodes and k ≤ n, for any 0 < α ≤ 1 and ϵ > 0, Mk,ϵ
exp(·) that runs

Algorithm 1 but replaces the single seed selection steps of Algorithm 2 by Mϵ/k
exp(x, S), its exponential mech-

anism variant in Algorithm 3, is ϵ-ISDP and its output infects at least (1− 1/e)OPT−αn nodes with high

probability, using at least m=max{ 12
αϵ
, 9
α2 }k lnn influence samples in O(knm) run time.

Note that if we are not concerned with privacy and set ϵ≫ α, then the number of samples to achieve αn

additive error is of order α−2k lnn, which improves upon the k2(lnn/α)/α3 bound of Eckles et al. (2022).

Moreover, our result does not violate Theorem 3 of Eckles et al. (2022) that shows Ω(k2) influence samples

are required to achieve (1−1/e)OPT−αn performance bound for all α< (1−1/e)/k, because our algorithm

also needs Ω(k2) samples when α< 1/k.

3.2. Local DP with Randomized Response

We can achieve a stronger notion of privacy, local DP, by adding noise to the input data before running

our (or any other) algorithms. Line 2 of Algorithm 4 adds the requisite amount of noise to achieve local

ϵ-ISDP in the input dataset x — flipping each entry of x independently with probability ρϵ = 1/(1+ eϵ) to

generate the noisy input x̃. However, the added input noise will bias our estimate of each candidate seed’s

quality; in particular, Ex̃[Ix̃(S|T )] is not necessarily equal to IG(S|T ) for a pair of subsets S,T ⊂ V and

we no longer have the benefit of applying Proposition 2.1 directly. Rather in Algorithm 5 we propose a

post-processing of the noisy input data x̃ to derive an unbiased estimate of a seed set’s quality. Importance

of proper post-processing steps in the analysis of DP data are highlighted in other applications, e.g., census
13



DP data release, where ignoring them can lead to biased decision-making and sub-optimal outcomes (Abowd

et al. 2019, Ashmead et al. 2019, Zhu et al. 2022, 2021). The added variability of the estimators due to the

DP noise can also degrade our estimation performance (even if not biased), which is a second concern in

local DP algorithm design and opens a venue to explore alternative post-processing methods with potentially

superior bias-variance tradeoff. In the remainder of this section, we first introduce Algorithms 4 and 5 and

then offer Theorem 3.5 for their privacy and utility guarantees, addressing both concerns about the bias and

variance of decision making with local DP influence samples.

Algorithm 4 Local ϵ-ISDP seeding algorithm, Mk,ϵ
loc(x)

Input: m influence samples x, total number of seeds k, and privacy budget ϵ > 0.

1: Set S0 = ∅.

2: Flip any bits of x with probability ρϵ =
1

eϵ+1
and get x̃.

3: for i∈ [k] do

4: Find vi ∈ argmaxv Jm(Si−1 ∪{v}) where Jm(S) is defined in Algorithm 5.

5: Si = Si−1 ∪ vi.

6: end for

7: Return Sk

Given a set S, an influence sample x ∈ {0,1}n, and its perturbed version x̃, consider two sets of nodes

S ∩ x and S ∩ x̃. By Proposition 2.1, the influence function IG(S) can be estimated from the reachable set,

nPr[S ∩ x ̸= ∅]. But to achieve local DP, we can only observe the perturbed, reachable set S ∩ x̃. In other

words, let z̃S := |S ∩ x̃| and zS := |S ∩ x| be two random variables. If we can estimate Pr[zS = 0] from our

observed samples of z̃S, then we can estimate the size of the reachable set from IG(S) = nPr[zS > 0] — using

Proposition 2.1 — and then run the standard greedy algorithm for seed selection based on the estimated

values.

Now, we discuss how to estimate Pr[zS = 0] from samples of z̃S. The main observation is that the probability

mass function of z̃S is a linear function of the probability mass function of zS. Note that S ∩ x is the set

of elements in S that is also in the influence sample x. Hence, S ∩ x̃ can be partitioned into (1) the subset

(S ∩ x̃) ∩ x of elements of x that remain in S after perturbation, and (2) the subset (S ∩ x̃) \ x of the

elements of x̃ that join S after the perturbation. The size of the first subset is a binomial random variable

Bin(|S ∩ x|,1− ρ), and the size of the second subset is Bin(|S \ x|, ρ). Therefore, given |S|= l for all a and

b, the probability of z̃S = b conditional on zS = a is Pr[z̃S = a|zS = b] = Pr[Bin(b,1− ρ) +Bin(l− b, ρ) = a],

for all a, b = 0, . . . , l where Bin(b,1− ρ) and Bin(l − b, ρ) are independent. Additionally, if we set matrix

C =Cρ,l ∈R(l+1)×(l+1) be a likelihood function where C(a, b) =Cρ,l(a, b) = Pr[z̃S = a|zS = b], then we have:
Pr[z̃S = 0]

Pr[z̃S = 1]

...

Pr[z̃S = l]

=Cρ,l


Pr[zS = 0]

Pr[zS = 1]

...

Pr[zS = l]

 . (2)
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We can write out each entry explicitly as follows:

Cρ,l(a, b) =

min(l−a,b)∑
ℓ=max(0,b−a)

(
b

ℓ

)(
l− b

a− b+ ℓ

)
ρa−b+2ℓ(1− ρ)l−a+b−2ℓ. (3)

To see why, condition on ℓ of the zS = b nodes in S ∩ x being flipped, leaving b− ℓ nodes in S ∩ x∩ x̃. To

get z̃S = a nodes in S ∩ x̃, the remaining a− b+ ℓ nodes should come from perturbing the status of the l− b

nodes belonging to S \x. Note that our indexes a and b start at 0 instead of 1. In the rest of the section, we

will adopt this convention.

If matrix Cρ,l is invertible, then we can have an unbiased estimation of Pr[zS > 0] using Algorithm 5,

below. Proposition 3.3, proved in Section A.5, shows that Cρ.l is invertible for ρ > 1/2 and thus completes

the specification of our randomized response algorithm.

Algorithm 5 Unbiased estimate for number of reachable set Jm(S)

Input: m perturbed influence samples x̃ = (x̃1, . . . , x̃m), their perturbation probability ρ, and a

candidate set S ⊂ V with size |S|= l.

1: Compute f̃ = (f̃0, f̃1, . . . , f̃l) ∈ Rl+1 the empirical distribution of z̃S = |S ∩ x̃| so that f̃a =

1
m

∑m

t=1 1[|S ∩ x̃t|= a] for all a= 0,1, . . . , l.

2: Solve for f = (f0, f1, . . . , fl)∈Rl+1 so that f̃ =Cρ,lf .

3: Return Jm(S) = n(1− f0)

Proposition 3.3 (Feasibility of Unbiased Post-processing) Given any positive integer l ≥ 1 and ρ ∈
[0,1/2), matrix Cρ,l is invertible.

Note that when ρ = 1/2, x̃ consists of uniform random bits, and we cannot recover Pr[zS > 0] from the

perturbed influence samples, and Proposition 3.3 shows that we can recover Pr[zS > 0] for any ρ< 1/2.

Theorem 3.4 Given ϵ > 0, m influence samples on a graph with n nodes and integer k < n, Algo-

rithm 4 is locally ϵ-ISDP, and its output satisfies: IG(Mk,ϵ
loc(x)) > (1 − 1/e)OPT − δ, with probability 1 −

2nk exp
(
−mδ2/(2k2n2V 2

ρϵ,k
)
)
, where Vρϵ,k =O((1/2− ρϵ)

−k2
).

The above theorem, proved in Section A.6, provides a tail bound on the approximation error of Mk,ϵ
loc given

a fixed number of influence samples. We can convert the above result to a high probability error bound by

choosing m=Ω(k3V 2
ρϵ,k

lnn/α2) which for k constant and ϵ≫ α improves on the 1/α3 sample complexity in

Theorem 2.2 (complete proof in Section A.7):

Theorem 3.5 Given graph G with n ≥ 2 nodes and k ≤ n, for any 0 < α ≤ 1 and ϵ > 0, Mk,ϵ
loc is locally

ϵ-ISDP and its output infects at least (1− 1/e)OPT− αn nodes with high probability, using at least m =

O(k3V 2
ρϵ,k

lnn/α2) influence samples in O(nk4 + kn2m) run time, where Vρϵ,k =O((1/2− ρϵ)
−k2

).

Note that Vρϵ,k =O((1/2− ρϵ)
−k2

) in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 can be simplified as follows: Vρϵ,k =O((1/2−
ρϵ)

−k2
) =O((1/2−1/(eϵ+1))−k2

) =O([2(eϵ+1)/(eϵ−1)]k
2
). Therefore Vρϵ,k =O(ϵ−k2

) as ϵ→ 0 and Vρϵ,k =

O(2k2
) as ϵ→∞.
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4. The Nature of Our Privacy Protections in Social Networks

From the perspective of privacy guarantees, exponential mechanism (central DP) only protects the input data

against the algorithmic revelations of the output (seeded nodes), giving the algorithm itself unhindered access

to user data. On the other hand, the randomized response mechanism (local DP) provides a stronger privacy

notion that protects the input data directly against any (adversarial) misuse, regardless of – and including

— their use for seeding. Our results address both central and local notions of privacy, providing performance

(utility) and sample complexity guarantees for influence maximization algorithms whose outputs/inputs are

randomized at a desired level to give central/local DP protection given our input data structure, i.e., influence

samples.

In our framework, we explicitly establish a budget (ϵ) for privacy leaks through the observed network

cascades. This budget is a quantifiable limit on how much privacy/security risk one is willing to tolerate

across all queries, not just a single query of the data. The latter highlights yet another way, in which

our formulation of privacy budget is distinct from the setting of node- and edge-DP for graph input data

structures. While algorithmically tractable, practice-wise our notion of adjacency protects each data donor

against revelations of their contributions to any given cascade. While a donor may be willing to donate their

contagion history, there may be some cascades in that history that they feel uncomfortable about (revealing

sensitive or compromising information). Or the donors may dynamically contribute their contagion data

where previous donations are irrevocable. Our notion of influence sample differential privacy provides donors

with plausible deniability at any fixed cascade. This way donors are incentivized to contribute their entire

set of m cascades because we can bound their privacy risks from information leakage at any specific cascade

in the set of size m, either centrally or locally - depending on the data curation environment - using our

Algorithms 3 and 4. As long as the number of sensitive cascades is much smaller than m, we believe this

notion of adjacency provide meaningful privacy protections. This is reflected in the requisite randomization

in our greedy exponential mechanism (Algorithm 3): to achieve ϵ−DP, each node v is chosen with probability

proportional to exp
(
ϵm
2n

Ix(v|S)
)
, where Ix(v|S) is the marginal benefit of adding v to the current seed set S

and it is estimated from the input influence samples x. As m→ 0, this “soft max” converges to a uniform

random choice, completely ignoring the input influence samples x. On the other hand, the randomized

response mechanism achieves ϵ−DP locally by flipping the status of nodes in each cascade independently at

random with probability 1/(1+ eϵ). While the randomized response noise level is determined independently

of the sample size m, the latter scales up as m=O(k3ϵ−2k2
lnn/α2) with the decreasing privacy budget (ϵ)

to sustain algorithmic performance in the privacy-critical regime (ϵ→ 0).

As a concrete case, consider the choice of community leaders to undergo training for a public health

or education intervention. To identify and target community leaders for treatment, the interventionist can

survey the social network connections among the population. For example, Banerjee et al. (2013) survey

individuals to collect social network data along 12 dimensions, including whom they get medical advice from

or give medical advice to, relative and non-relatives with whom they socialize, and people with whom they

exchange goods. While the community leaders may consent to and be properly compensated for their time

in treatment, their social contacts face a privacy risk in having one of their associates chosen. As such,
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people may refrain from contributing to social network data collection or refuse to answer survey questions,

especially when association with the treated individuals can pose harm, such as stigma or retaliation. For

example, to prevent school bullying a few students may be recruited into treatment programs — e.g., by

encouraging them to take a public stance against conflict (Paluck et al. 2016) — if the treated individuals

are chosen based on their social network positions, and even if they are protected in treatment, their friends

and contacts can face retaliation outside the treatment. Our central privacy protections in Section 3.1 allows

the network participants to make a credible claim that their network associates are recruited into treatment

by random choice, irrespective of their associations or contribution to the collected network cascade data.

In other related contexts, the nature of collected data can itself be compromising, irrespectively of how

individuals are selected into treatments; e.g., surveillance and control of sexually transmitted disease and

HIV may entail surveys of sexual contacts or needle sharing networks among people who inject drugs (Fairley

et al. 2022, Endo et al. 2022). Administering such privacy-critical data should entail local privacy protections,

whereby individual data is randomized as they are collected before any intervention designs or allocation

decisions. Our local privacy guarantees in Section 3.2 are suited for such cases where individual contagion

data may be collected for intervention design, but needs to be protected locally at the collection phase.

In a similar vein, social media platforms rely on social network data and information from past diffusions

to organize their ad campaign and improve the efficacy of targeted advertising. Ensuring that these network

operations do not violate users’ privacy is critical to the sustainability of social media platforms and their

ad economies. Minority groups, in particular, can face more privacy risks than others in a social network.

For example, a few adversarial nodes can coordinate their actions to move a web crawler towards or away

from certain parts of an online social network to compromise their privacy through a re-identification attack

(Backstrom et al. 2007). More broadly, deployment of learning systems to improve user experience requires

accessing and aggregating historical usage information (e.g., for emojis and web domains) to optimize resource

overhead for computation and communication, while respecting the personal and sensitive nature of the

collected data (Apple Differential Privacy Team 2017, Erlingsson 2014b).

5. Simulation Results

Simulations on a synthetic input graph. To test the performance of our algorithms in a sanitized

setup, we generate an input using the Erdős-Rényi random graph model on 200 nodes with edge probability

0.15 and run our randomized response and exponential mechanism algorithms with different privacy budgets

(ϵ= 0.1,0.5, or 1) and different numbers of influence samples (m ranging from zero to 500). The independent

cascade probability is set to 0.03. Figure 1 shows that the rate of increase with m slows down with the

decreasing privacy budget for both exponential mechanism and randomized response algorithm alike.

Simulations on a real-world dataset. We use a real dataset representing email interactions between

individuals in a large European research institution taken from Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection

(Stanford Network Analysis Project 2007, Yin et al. 2017, Leskovec et al. 2007). The nodes represent the

individuals and the edges if there is communication between two individuals. This network represents the

interaction between 1005 nodes (individuals) through 25571 edges. The interactions are mutual, and the
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Figure 1 We show the performance (expected influence IG(·)) of the outputs of our exponential mecha-

nism and randomized response algorithms, as well as the non-private, influence sample seeding

algorithm and the complete-information, deterministic greedy baseline over a synthetic network

generated using Erdős-Rényi model with parameters n = 200 and p = 0.15. We evaluate the

expected spread size at different privacy budgets (ϵ), as the number of influence samples (m)

increases. Each point on the plot is an average of 50× 20 = 1000 trials where we generate 50

collections of m influence samples, and run our mechanisms on each collection 20 times. The

50 realizations capture the randomness in the diffusion process (influence sampling) and for

each set of influence samples, we perform 20 iterations to average out the randomness of the

algorithms. The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of 1000 trials around the means.

Finally, to evaluate the performance of our mechanisms, we use another 1000 influence samples

to estimate the expected size of the spread.

graph is undirected. In the simulation setup of Fig. 2, we consider k = 4 and k = 8 seeds, the number of

influence samples ranges from zero to 1500, m∈ {0,100,250,500,750,1000,1250,1500}, and the independent

cascade probabilities are set to p= 0.0155 on every edges in G and zero otherwise. Them= 0 case corresponds

to no input information where the choice of k = 4,8 seeds will be uniformly at random. With no input

information at m= 0, there are no privacy risks to consider.

In both Figures 1 and 2, we see that the exponential mechanism outperforms the randomized response

mechanism as the latter provides stronger (local) privacy protections. We also observe that low values

of privacy budget ϵ lead to earlier saturation in lower quality expected spread sizes. In those cases, our

maximum number of influence samples is not enough to counteract the random noise introduced by the

privacy mechanisms, so the value of network information diminishes with the decreasing privacy budge — cf.,

Eckles et al. (2022, Section 4). Increasing the privacy budget alleviates this effect, as we see a faster increase in

the expected spread size with increasing m at higher values of ϵ. In fact, the performance of both mechanisms

approaches the original (“non-private”) influence sample greedy seeding algorithm (Algorithm 1), as ϵ→∞.

For instance, in the randomized response mechanism (Algorithm 4), as the privacy budget increases, the flip
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Figure 2 We test the performance (expected influence IG(·)) of our privacy-preserving seeding algorithms

(exponential mechanism and randomized response) on a real-world dataset, at different privacy

budgets (ϵ), as number of influence samples (m) increases. The figure also shows the non-

private, influence sample seeding and the complete-information, deterministic, greedy baselines

for comparison. Each point on the plot is average of 50× 10 = 500 trials where we generate 50

collections of m influence samples, and run our mechanisms on each collection 10 times. The

50 realizations capture the randomness in the diffusion process (influence sampling) and for

each set of influence samples, we perform 10 iterations to average out the randomness of the

algorithms (randomized response and exponential mechanism). The error bars show the 95%

confidence intervals of 500 trials around the means. Finally, to evaluate the performance of our

mechanisms, we use another 2000 influence samples to estimate the expected size of the spread.

probability of the entries in the influence samples x∈ {0,1}n×m (Algorithm 4, line 2) decreases, and matrix

Cρ,l in Equation (3) is close to the identity matrix, so the performance is similar to the original influence

sample greedy seeding algorithm (Algorithm 1). For the exponential mechanism of Section 3.1, at each step

the mechanism approximately chooses an optimal seed that has the largest expected marginal contribution to

the spread, and a large privacy budget (ϵ→∞) sharpens the probability of choosing an optimal seed against

others. Figures 1 and 2 also show the deterministic greedy baseline with complete network information to

be compared with the exponential mechanism and randomized response algorithms at different ϵ values

with increasing m. As we gain better information about the network by increasing the number of influence

samples (m→∞) and the privacy budget (ϵ→∞), the performance of both algorithms will converge to the

deterministic greedy algorithm with complete network information.

6. Discussions, managerial insights and future directions

Comparison between node-, edge-, and influence-sample DP. In this paper, we propose a new notion

of differential privacy using influence samples adjacency. This notion may be extended to various problems

which have underlying network structure. Examples include viral content and rumor cascades on social

media, polls in elections from voters who influence each other’s opinions, and medical history of past disease

contagions on epidemiological networks.

Note that the input of an influence sample DP algorithm is different from the inputs of node- or edge-

DP algorithms – capturing different notions of privacy loss that are not formally comparable; specifically,

in influence sample DP an individual may decide whether or not to report their particular value for an

influence sample but they cannot change the data generation process. Instead of entry-level adjacency, one

may consider individual-level adjacency that two inputs are adjacent if they differ at one row (an individual

can decide whether or not to report their entire contagion history). Under this new notion, our analysis for

exponential mechanism in Section 3.1 still hold, but we need to strengthen privacy constraints from ϵ to ϵ/m

where m is the number of samples, because an individual’s change on the influence sample increases from

1 to m. However, as the privacy constraints depend on the number of samples, a large number of samples
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can no longer ensure that our mechanisms’ performance converges to the original greedy algorithm with full

knowledge of the graph. This is inevitable as the new notion prevents our mechanisms from finding high-

quality seeds regardless of the number of samples. Indeed, it is impossible to get any meaningful utility for

ISDP with individual-level adjacency for similar reasons as edge-DP or node-DP (Propositions 2.5 and 2.6).

Adjacency relation and differential privacy. In this paper, we see a separation of utility guarantee

between node/edge-DP algorithms and influence sample DP algorithms (Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 vs The-

orems 3.2 and 3.5). Such separations may be attributed to different notions of adjacency (node, edge, or

influence sample adjacency). This observation suggests that differentially private algorithms can have sig-

nificantly different utility and privacy guarantees by changing the notion of adjacency. However, we are not

advocating influence sample DP as superior to node- or edge-DP. On the contrary, one goal of this paper is

to bring attention to the role that different notions of adjacency play in discussions of privacy. For instance,

because people are connected by social networks, their private data of any forms (census, medical records,

etc.) are inevitably affected by the network structure. Those supporting node- and edge-DP may consider

that the proper notion of adjacency for two datasets (on census, medical records, etc.) should also depend

on the network rather than the traditional Hamming distance. Further discussion can be found in Rezaei

and Gao (2019).

Efficiency and Robustness. Our algorithms have polynomial running times in the size of the graph,

with a time complexity of O(knm) and O(nk4 + kn2m) for Mk,ϵ
exp(x) and Mk,ϵ

loc(x), respectively, for any

constant privacy budget ϵ > 0. To improve running times, one may consider improving the iterative sampler

for the exponential mechanism in Algorithm 3, or designing a better post-processing step for Line 2 in

Algorithm 5. On the other hand, our ISDP randomized response algorithm Mk,ϵ
loc(x) is automatically robust

against independent randomness noise on influence samples. However, it is unclear how well our ISDP

exponential mechanism Mk,ϵ
exp(x) performs in the presence of noise.

Conclusions. The correlated nature of social network information has been noted as a vulnerability in

DP formulations which provide user-level guarantees with respect to the addition or removal of a single user’s

data but ignore information leakage across different users’ records. By focusing on the utility of influence

samples for influence maximization, our approach guarantees user’s participation in any given cascade is

kept private either locally or centrally and preserves the statistical validity of the cascades for influence

estimation and maximization. Subsequently, we provide a rigorous operationalization of action-level privacy

by providing users with plausible deniability as to whether or not they have taken part in any particular

network cascade (Kifer et al. 2020). This relaxation of user-level DP is ideally suited for the purposes of data

collection to inform network intervention design. We expect that formulation and investigation of influence

sample DP, with specific attention to the utility of the collected data for network intervention design, should

lead to novel generalizations of privacy that are both consequentialist and robust to variations in sampling

distributions and randomization noise (Kifer and Machanavajjhala 2014, Rastogi et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2020,

Chakrabarti et al. 2022).
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Appendix A: Proofs and Supplementary Results

A.1. Proof of Proposition 2.5

Given n> 1, consider the isolated graph G′ = (V,p′) of n nodes where p′e = 0 for all possible pairs e.

Given an ϵ-node-DPM , there exists a node vM ∈ V so that Pr[Mk=1(G′) = vM ]≤ 1/n, by pigeonhole

principle. Then we define a star graph G = (V,p) of n nodes with center vM where p(vM ,v) = 1/2 for

all v ∈ V and v ̸= vM and p(u,v) = 0 if u, v ̸= vM .

First the center node can infect (n−1)/2+1 nodes on G in expectation, OPT≥ IG({vM}) = (n+

1)/2. On the other hand, because Mk is ϵ-node-DP and G and G′ are node-adjacent, Pr[Mk=1(G) =

vM ]≤ eϵPr[Mk=1(G′) = vM ]≤ eϵ/n. Therefore,

E
y∼Mk=1(G)

[IG(y)]

=E[IG(y)|y ̸= {vM}]Pr[Mk=1(G) ̸= {vM}]

+E[IG({vM})]Pr[Mk=1(G) = {vM}]

≤(1+1/2+ (n− 2)/4)+n · eϵ/n= 1+ eϵ +n/4

which completes the proof. □

A.2. Proof of Proposition 2.6

Consider G′ = (V,p′) of n nodes consists of l cliques S1, . . . , Sl with size n/l where for each edge e,

p′e = 1 if e is in one of the clique and 0 otherwise. Similar to Proposition 2.5, given an ϵ-edge DP

M for influence maximization problem, there exists two cliques Si, Sj ⊂ V such that Pr[M(G′,1)∈

Si ∪Sj]≤ 2/l. Thus, we define a graph G = (V,p) that adds an additional edge e∗ between Si and

Sj such that pe∗ = 1 and pe = p′e for all e ̸= e∗.
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First choosing any nodes in Si ∪Sj can infect 2n/l nodes — IG(v) = 2n/l, for all v ∈ Si ∪Sj —

but other nodes can only infect n/l nodes because the cliques are isolated. Secondly, because M is

ϵ-edge DP and G and G′ differ in only one edge,

Pr[M(G,1)∈ Si ∪Sj]≤
2eϵ

l
. (4)

Therefore, Ey∼M(G,1)[IG(y)]≤ 2eϵ

l
2n
l
+(1− 2eϵ

l
)n
l
=
(
1
2
+ eϵ

l

)
2n
l
, and

(1− 1/e)OPT−Ey∼M(G)[IG(y)]

≥(1− 1

e
)
2n

l
−
(
1

2
+

eϵ

l

)
2n

l

=

(
1

2
− 1

e
− eϵ

l

)
2n

l
.

If we can set l= 200eϵ, 1
2
− 1

e
− eϵ

l
= 1

2
− 1

e
− 1

200
≥ 1

10
, and (1−1/e)OPT−Ey∼M(G)[IG(y)]≥ 1

10
2n

200eϵ
=

n
1000eϵ

. □

One may wonder if the lower bounds hold for approximate node- and edge-DP. Formally, an

algorithm M is (ϵ, δ)-node- (or edge-) DP if for all outputs y and node- or edge-adjacent graphs

G,G′, Pr[M(G) = y]≤ eϵPr[M(G′) = y] + δ. We often consider δ negligibly small so that the algo-

rithms are approximately ϵ-DP. It is not hard to see that our proof for Propositions 2.5 and 2.6

still hold for approximated DP. For example,

Proposition A.1 For all n≥ 1, ϵ > 0 and δ < 1/6, there exists αϵ ≥ 1
10000eϵ

so that any (ϵ, δ)-edge-

DP seeding algorithm Mk(G), there exists graph G on n nodes so that for k = 1: (1− 1/e)OPT−
Ey∼Mk=1(G)[IG(y)]≥ αϵn.

The proof is mostly identical to Proposition 2.6, except when M is (ϵ, δ)-DP, we only have

Pr[M(G,1)∈ Si ∪Sj]≤ 2eϵ/l+ δ, for instead of Equation (4). Then the rest of the proof follows.

A.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1

Because x and x′ are adjacent if those matrices are different at one position, the sensitivity of the

scoring function Ix(v|S) for any S is

max
v∈[n]

max
x∼
is
x′
|Ix(v|S)− Ix′(v|S)| ≤ n

m
max
v∈[n]

max
x∼
is
x′

∣∣∣∣∣
m∑
t=1

xt
v − (x′)tv

∣∣∣∣∣= n

m
,

and the size of the output space is n. Therefore for all S, Algorithm 3 is an ϵ-DP exponential

mechanism.

Privacy: Let the output be (v1, . . . , vk). Because for any fixed S, Algorithm 3 is an exponential

mechanism, we have

ln
Pr[Mϵ/k

exp(x, S) = vi]

Pr[Mϵ/k
exp(x′, S) = vi]

≤ ϵ

k
for all set S and adjacent x∼

is
x′.
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Then we can write out the probability ratio of Mϵ
exp outputting the same seed set v1, . . . , vk on two

adjacent datasets x and x′,

ln
Pr[Mϵ

exp(x) = (v1, . . . , vk)]

Pr[Mϵ
exp(x

′) = (v1, . . . , vk)]

=
∑
i

ln
Pr[Mϵ/k

exp(x, Si−1) = vi | Si−1 = (v1, . . . , vi−1)]

Pr[Mϵ/k
exp(x′, Si−1) = vi | Si−1 = (v1, . . . , vi−1)]

≤
∑
i

ϵ/k= ϵ.

Utility guarantee: Given x, we show the output of Mϵ
exp is close to the optimal one. First note

that once x is fixed, Algorithm 1 is the classical greedy algorithm for objective function Ix that is

submodular. Second, the error comes from the soft max of Algorithm 3: at each i∈ [k], instead of

choosing the seed v∗i maximizing the score, Algorithm 3 chooses a random seed vi according to the

probabilities specified in its line 4.

We set the optimal set for Ix as S∗ := {v∗1 , . . . , v∗k} so that Ix(S
∗) = maxS:|S|≤k Ix(S). Given a

seed set v1, . . . , vk, for all i = 0, . . . , k, let Si := {vj : 1 ≤ j ≤ i} and define the remainder of Si

as: Ri := Ix(S
∗) − Ix(Si) =

n
m
(|Cx(S

∗)| − |Cx(Si)|). Because Ri+1 = Ri − (Ix(Si+1) − Ix(Si)), we

want to lower bound Ix(Si+1)− Ix(Si) to upper bound Ri+1. Then, because Cx(Si) ⊆ Cx(Si+1),

Ix(Si+1)− Ix(Si) =
n
m
(|Cx(Si+1)| − |Cx(Si)|) = n

m
|Cx(Si+1) \ Cx(Si)| = Ix(vi+1|Si). Thus, we have

Ri+1 =Ri − Ix(vi+1|Si). On the other hand, we show a lower bound of Ix(vi+1|Si). First, we want

to apply Theorem 2.7. Since the sensitivity is n/m, the size of output space is n for Mϵ/k
exp, given

t > 0 we can set β = 2nk
ϵm

(lnn+ t), and by Theorem 2.7 and union bound we have for all i= 1, . . . , k:

Ix(vi+1|Si)≥maxw∈[n] Ix(w|Si)−β, with probability k exp(−t). Additionally, we have:

max
w

Ix(w|Si)

≥1

k

k∑
j=1

Ix(v
∗
j |Si) =

1

k

∑
j

n

m
|Cx(v

∗
j ∪Si) \Cx(Si)|

≥1

k

n

m

∣∣∪k
j=1Cx(v

∗
j ∪Si) \Cx(Si)

∣∣= 1

k
Ix(S

∗|Si) =
1

k
Ri.

Therefore, we can combine these two inequalities and have Ri+1 = Ri − Ix(vi+1|Si) ≤ Ri + β −

maxw Ix(w|Si) ≤ (1 − 1/k)Ri + β. Because Rk = Ix(S
∗) − Ix(Sk) and R0 = Ix(S

∗), the error is

bounded by

Rk ≤ (1− 1/k)kR0 +
k∑

i=1

(1− 1/k)k−iβ ≤ 1

e
max

S:|S|=k
Ix(S)+ kβ,

where kβ = 2nk2

ϵm
(lnn+ t). □
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A.4. Proof of Theorem 3.2

Because m≥ 9k(lnn)/α2, by Proposition 2.1 and union bound over all subsets of size at most k, we

have |Ix(S)−IG(S)| ≤ αn/3, for all S with |S| ≤ k with probability at least 1−2nk exp(−2α2m/9)≥

1− 2nk exp(−2k lnn) = 1− 2n−k. Therefore,

IG(Mϵ
exp(x))≥ Ix(Mϵ

exp(x))−
αn

3
, (5)

OPT= max
S:|S|=k

IG(S)≤ max
S:|S|=k

Ix(S)+
αn

3
. (6)

On the other hand, by Theorem 3.1, Mϵ
exp(·) is ϵ-ISDP. Moreover, if we set t = lnn, because

m≥ 12
αϵ
k lnn, we have:

Ix(Mϵ
exp(x))≥ (1− 1/e) max

S:|S|=k
Ix(S)−

2kn

ϵm
· 2 lnn

≥ (1− 1/e) max
S:|S|=k

Ix(S)−
αn

3
,

and

Ix(Mϵ
exp(x))≥ (1− 1/e) max

S:|S|=k
Ix(S)−

αn

3
, (7)

with probability at least 1−exp(− lnn) = 1−1/n. Combining Equations (5) to (7), with probability

at least 1− 2n−k − 1/n= 1−O(1/n) we have:

IG(Mϵ
exp(x))≥Ix(Mϵ

exp(x))−
αn

3
(by Equation (5))

≥(1− 1/e) max
S:|S|=k

Ix(S)−
2αn

3
(by Equation (7))

≥(1− 1/e)OPT−αn, (by Equation (6))

which completes the proof.

Run time: Note that the time complexity of computing Ix(v|S) is m which gives an O(knm)

bound on the time complexity of the exponential mechanism seeding algorithm, iterating the single

seed selection — Algorithm 3 — k times. □

A.5. Proof of Proposition 3.3

Suppose C = Cρ,l is singular for some ρ and there exist two distinct vectors v,u ∈ Rl+1 so that

Cv = Cu. In this proof, we will use a and b as indices varying from 0 to l. We now assume

v = (v0, . . . , vl) and u = (u0, . . . , ul) are two distinct distributions so that vb, ub ≥ 0 for all b and∑
b vb =

∑
b ub = 1. We will relax this assumption later. Because C is a likelihood function where

C(a, b) = Pr[z̃S = a|zS = b] = Pr[Bin(b,1 − ρ) + Bin(l − b, ρ) = a] the product Cv ∈ Rl+1 is also

a distribution. Now we compute the moment generating function of a random variable y with

distribution Cv. Given 0≤ a≤ l, let yb :=Bin(b,1−ρ)+Bin(l−b, ρ) be the random variable of the
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sum of two independent binomial random variables. Then the moment generating function of yb is

E[etyb ] = (ρ+(1−ρ)et)b(1−ρ+ρet)l−b. Moreover, because the random variable y with distribution

Cv is the mixture of yb with weight vb, y=
∑l

b=0 vbyb, the moment generating function of y is

E
y∼Cv

[ety]

=
l∑

b=0

vbE[etyb ] =
l∑

b=0

vb(1− ρ+ ρet)b(ρ+(1− ρ)et)l−b

= (ρ+(1− ρ)et)l
l∑

b=0

vb

(
1− ρ+ ρet

ρ+(1− ρ)et

)b

,

for all t. Similarly, the moment generating function of a random variable with distribution Cu is

Ey∼Cu[e
ty] = (ρ+(1− ρ)et)l

∑l

b=0 ub

(
1−ρ+ρet

ρ+(1−ρ)et

)b

.

Because Cu= Cv, the moment generating functions are equal, Ey∼Cv[e
ty] = Ey∼Cu[e

ty] for all t.

Since (1− ρ+ ρet)l > 0 for all t, we have

l∑
b=0

(vb −ub)

(
ρ+(1− ρ)et

1− ρ+ ρet

)b

= 0,∀t.

Because ρ ̸= 1/2, ρ+(1−ρ)et

1−ρ+ρet
̸= ρ+(1−ρ)et

′

1−ρ+ρet
′ for all t ̸= t′, so the degree l polynomial

∑l

b=0(vb−ub)x
b has

more than l zeros. By the fundamental theorem of algebra, v= u.

Finally, suppose there exists v ̸= u with Cv = Cu but v is not a distribution. We show there

exists two distributions v′ ̸= u′ with Cv′ =Cu′ which completes the proof. Let β := minb{vb, ub}.

Because each row of C is a distribution and 1⊤C = 1⊤, we can set α :=
∑

b vb = 1⊤v = 1⊤Cv =

1⊤Cu=
∑

b ub. We can see the sum of l+1 terms should be greater than the minimum times l+1,

α− (l+ 1)β > 0; otherwise, vb = ub = β for all b and v = u. Then we define v′,u′ ∈ Rl+1 so that

v′b =
vb−β

α−(l+1)β
and u′

b =
ub−β

α−(l+1)β
for all b. We can see v′ and u′ are two distinct distributions, and

Cv′ = 1
α−(l+1)β

Cv− 1
α−(l+1)β

C1= 1
α−(l+1)β

Cu− 1
α−(l+1)β

C1=Cu′, completes the proof. □

A.6. Proof of Theorem 3.4

Because all bits of the influence samples is flipped with probability ρϵ, the perturbed x̃ is ϵ-locally

DP. By the post processing immunity of DP, the output of Algorithm 4 is ϵ-locally DP.

For the utility, by Lemmas A.3 and A.4 and a union bound, for any δ′ > 0 and S with |S| ≤ k,

the estimate Jm is close to the influence function IG

|Jm(S)− IG(S)| ≤ δ′, (8)

with probability 1− 2nk exp(− 2mδ′2

n2V 2
ρϵ,k

) over the randomness of the perturbation.
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Next we show that during the k iterations of line 4 of Algorithm 4, S 7→ argmaxv Jm(S ∪

{v}) satisfies the conditions in Lemma A.2. Given Equation (8), for each S with |S| < k if u ∈

argmaxv Jm(S ∪ v) and u∗ ∈ argmaxv IG(S ∪ v) we have:

IG(S ∪u)≥ Jm(S ∪u)− δ′ ≥ Jm(S ∪u∗)− δ′

≥IG(S ∪u∗)− 2δ′ =max
v

IG(S ∪ v)− 2δ′.

The second inequality holds because u ∈ argmaxv Jm(S ∪ v). Because the k iterations of line 4

of Algorithm 4 satisfy the condition in Lemma A.2 with δi = 2δ′ for all i= 1, . . . , k, the output of

Algorithm 4 satisfies:

IG(Mk,ϵ
loc(x))> (1− 1/e)OPT−

k∑
i=1

(1− 1/k)k−iδi

≥(1− 1/e)OPT− 2kδ′,

with probability 1− 2nk exp(− 2mδ′2

n2V 2
ρϵ,k

). We complete the proof by setting δ′ = δ
2k
. □

Lemma A.2 Suppose A : 2V → V is an iterative single seed selection algorithm with a sequence of

errors δ0, δ1, . . . , δk−1 > 0 so that for all S ⊆ [n] with |S|= i < k, IG(S∪A(S))>maxv IG(S∪v)−δi.

If Si = Si−1∪A(Si−1) for all 0< i≤ k and S0 = ∅, then IG(Sk)> (1−1/e)OPT−
∑k

i=1(1−1/k)k−iδi.

Proof of Lemma A.2: We set the optimal k seeds for IG as v∗1 , . . . , v
∗
k so that IG({v∗1 , . . . , v∗k}) =

maxS:|S|≤k IG(S) = OPT and let v1, . . . , vk be the outputs of algorithm A so that S0 = ∅ and Si =

{v1, . . . , vi}= Si−1∪A(Si−1) for all 1≤ i≤ k. We define the remainder of Si as Ri = IG(S
∗)− IG(Si)

which is the gap between the influence of the optimal seed set S∗ and Si. Note that R0 =OPT. We

want prove that

Ri+1 ≤ (1− 1/k)Ri + δi, for all i= 0, . . . , k− 1. (9)

That will complete the proof, because Rk ≤ (1− 1/k)kR0 +
∑

i(1− 1/k)k−iδi ≤ 1
e
OPT+

∑
i(1−

1/k)k−iδi and Rk =OPT−IG(Sk), which together imply OPT−IG(Sk)≤ 1
e
OPT+

∑
i(1−1/k)k−iδi.

Now we prove (9). Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, first by definition we have Ri+1 =

Ri−(IG(Si+1)−IG(Si)). Second, because Si ⊂ Si+1, IG(Si+1)−IG(Si) = IG(vi+1|Si), we have: Ri+1 =

Ri − IG(vi+1|Si). To lower bound IG(vi+1|Si), by the condition of the lemma, we have:

IG(vi+1|Si) = IG(Si ∪ vi+1)− IG(Si)

≥max
v

IG(Si ∪ v)− δi − IG(Si)

=max
v

IG(v|Si)− δi.
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Finally, because IG(·|Si) is submodular, IG(S
∗|Si)≤

∑k

j=1 IG(v
∗
j |Si)≤ kmaxv IG(v|Si). By defini-

tion, Ri ≤ IG(S
∗|Si), and we have maxv IG(v|Si)≥ 1

k
Ri.We can combine the above three inequalities

and prove (9), Ri+1 =Ri − IG(vi+1|Si)≤Ri −maxv IG(v|Si)+ δi ≤ (1− 1/k)Ri + δi. □

By Proposition 3.3, we know C−1
ρ,l exists for all l and ρ ∈ [0,1/2) and Jm(S) is an unbiased

estimate of IG(S). The next lemma helps us bound the error of the estimate.

Lemma A.3 Given 1 ≤ l ≤ k, for all Cρ,l with 0 ≤ ρ < 1/2 defined in (3), as ρ → 1/2, |1 −

C−1
ρ,l (a, b)| = O((1/2− ρ)−l2) for all 0 ≤ a, b ≤ l. Thus1, there exists Vρ,k = O((1/2− ρ)−k2) where

|1−C−1
ρ,l (a, b)| ≤ Vρ,k for all l≤ k and a, b≤ l.

Proof of Lemma A.3: To simplify the notation, we write C =Cρ,l ∈R(l+1)×(l+1). We will use a, b

to denote indices from 0 to l. To bound |1−C−1(a, b)| it is sufficient to bound |C−1(a, b)|.

By Cramer’s rule, we can compute the inverse of C from C’s determinant det(C) and cofactors.

Specifically, for all a, b= 0,1, . . . , l |C−1(a, b)|= |det(Db,a)/det(C)| where Da,b is called the (a, b)-

cofactor of C that is a submatrix of C formed by deleting row a and column b of C for all a and

b. Therefore, it is sufficient for us to upper bound |det(Da,b)| for all a, b and lower bound |det(C)|.

First because C is a column-stochastic matrix, Da,b is a column sub-stochastic matrix. We define

a diagonal matrix R ∈Rl×l where Rℓ,ℓ = 1/(
∑

ıD
a,b
ı,ℓ )≥ 1 for all ℓ by (3). Because Da,bR is a column-

stochastic matrix, |det(Da,bR)| ≤ 1 and |det(Da,b)| ≤ |det(Da,b)det(R)| = |det(Da,bR)|. Therefore,

|det(Da,b)| ≤ 1.

Now we lower bound |det(Cρ,l)|. Because C(a, b) is a degree l polynomial in ρ for all a, b= 0, . . . , l,

det(Cρ,l) is a degree l2 polynomial in ρ. When ρ= 1/2, Cρ,l becomes singular and det(C1/2,l) = 0,

and det(Cρ,l) ̸= 0 for all 0≤ ρ< 1/2 by Proposition 3.3. Thus, det(Cρ,l) =Ω((1/2−ρ)l
2
) as ρ→ 1/2.

The latter, together with the fact that |det(Da,b)| ≤ 1, implies |C−1(a, b)| = |det(Db,a)/det(C)| =

O((1/2− ρ)−l2) which completes the proof. □

Lemma A.4 Consider any candidate seed set S with size at most k, δ > 0, and m per-

turbed influence samples with ρ < 1/2. Then |Jm(S) − IG(S)| ≤ δ, with probability at least 1 −

2exp
(
−2mδ2/(n2V 2

ρ,k)
)
over the randomness of the perturbed samples where Vρ,k =O((1/2−ρ)−k2)

is defined in Lemma A.3.

Proof of Lemma A.4: Given S with |S| = l, the value of Jm(S) is a linear function of the

empirical distribution f̃ on m samples, so Jm(S) can be written as a sum of m iid random variables.

Specifically, Jm(S) =
∑m

t=1Xt is a the sum of m iid random variable where for t ∈ [m], Xt =

1Here we first fix k and take ρ→ 1/2. Thus, l≤ k are constant relative to 1/2− ρ.
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n
m
(1−C−1

ρ,l (0, a)) if the intersection of the t-th perturbed influence sample and S has size |x̃t∩S|= a.

Thus, the expectation of Jm is

Ex̃[Jm(S)] =
n

m

m∑
t=1

l∑
a=0

(1−C−1
ρ,l (0, a))Pr[|x̃t ∩S|= a]

=n
l∑

a=0

(1−C−1
ρ,l (0, a))Pr[|x̃∩S|= a]

= n(1−Pr[|x∩S|= 0]) (by definition of Cρ,l)

= nPr[x∩S ̸= ∅] = IG(S).

Additionally, because |1−C−1
ρ,l (0, a)| ≤ Vρ,k, |Xi| ≤ n

m
Vρ,k by Lemma A.3, we can apply Hoeffding’s

inequality Hoeffding (1994) to get Pr[|Jm(S)− IG(S)| ≥ δ]≤ 2exp
(
−2mδ2/(n2V 2

ρ,k)
)
, for all δ > 0,

which completes the proof. □

A.7. Proof of Theorem 3.5

Given α > 0, we set δ = αn and m∗ = (γ∗k3Vρϵ,k lnn)/α
2 for some γ∗ > 0. By Theorem 3.4,

IG(Mk,ϵ
loc(x))> (1− 1/e)OPT−αn, with probability

1− 2nk exp

(
− m∗α2n2

2k2n2V 2
ρϵ,k

)
≥ 1− 2nk exp

(
−γ∗k lnn

2

)
= 1− o(1),

when the constant γ∗ is large enough.

Run time: Note that the time complexity of computing f̃ in Line 1 of Algorithm 5 is O(mn)

and the linear system in Line 2 can be solved using O(k3) arithmetic operations, so computing

Jm(Si−1 ∪ {v}) in Line 4 of Algorithm 4 takes O(k3 + nm) time. The nk calls to Algorithm 5 by

Algorithm 4, bring the overall run time to O(nk4 + kn2m). □
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